
MANDATORY SAFETY RULES: 

ALL VEHICLES INTENDING TO COMPETE IN THE DEMOLITION DERBY  

MUST BE CHECKED IN NO LATER THAN 2:00 PM.   

Inspections will begin at 9:00 AM on Derby day. 

- Any vehicle driving in the pits may not exceed 5 MPH or will be subject to disqualification.  This includes 

your pit crew and/or family member’s vehicles. 

- Seatbelts and helmets must be worn in the arena area at all times.  Drivers may not leave their vehicle at 

any time, unless ordered by the officials or firefighters.  

- Any vehicle leaving the arena on its own power shall be immediately disqualified.  All vehicles must be 

towed from the arena area after each heat. 

- NO team driving is allowed. 

- NO communication devices are allowed in the helmets or vehicles. 

- NO iPods, MP3 players and/or musical devices may be used in the arena.  You must be able to hear 

the judges and the announcer.  When you hear the horn from a judge or the announcer asking to stop, you 

MUST stop immediately or you may be disqualified. 

- NO deliberate hits in the driver’s side door or you will be disqualified immediately. This is subject to the 

judge’s ruling. 

- NO deliberate hitting of any vehicle already over the barrier.  This is subject to the judge’s ruling.  

- NO pit crew, family and/or friends may enter the arena at anytime. 

 - Any driver or pit crew member found to be hassling any of the officials, including inspection crew, may 

be disqualified. 

- Use of vulgarity, or if you are believed to be under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs, will result in 

disqualification and/or removal from the premises. 

- You must hit a legal vehicle within 90 seconds or you will be disqualified.  This is subject to the judge’s 

ruling. 

-  You CANNOT hit any vehicle on or over the barrier. 

- All demolition derby vehicles must be removed from the Eastern Idaho State Fair grounds the night of 

the derby prior to your personal departure or it will be considered a donation to the Elk’s Lodge Youth Fund.  

THANK YOU!!! 

- The driver’s arms, hands, head, etc. must remain inside vehicle at all times.   

- All drivers must have a valid driver’s license.  Any person under the age of 18 must have both parents or 

guardians sign the consent form prior to derby day. 

- Neck braces are encouraged. 

- ALL paid contestants have agreed to accept the “NO REFUND” policy regarding weather, track 

conditions, cancelation of event & officials decisions.  If you vehicle does not pass the inspection process, you 

are NOT entitled to a refund. 

- Driver’s meeting will be at 4:00 PM which is mandatory attendance for drivers and pit person.  

- HALO OR ROLLOVER BARS:  

a. A - You MUST add a halo bar or an upright post to the cage components listed above. It may not exceed 4" O.D. 
The cross bar must bolt to the roof in two locations.  

b. B - Halo bars must be in a direct vertical line with the seat bar. They must be vertical.  
c. C - Upright post must have a plate (max 10” x 10”) attached to the roof, welded or bolted in.  
d. D - Upright post must be mounted vertically and in such away it will not bend. (Ex. Gusseted)  

  



- Protest Rule:  To protest a particular vehicle, a $200 protest fee must be personally presented to the inspection 

officials by a driver that is participating in the event. The protesting driver must state where he/she believes the accused 

car has violated the rules. If legitimate evidence is found, the accused car will be disqualified and forfeit all entrance 

fees. The protesting driver will receive a full refund of the protesting fee.  If no legitimate evidence is found, the 

protesting driver forfeits the $200 protest fee to the opposing driver.  The cutoff to lodge a protest will be 3:00 PM on 

Derby Day. 

 

In order to qualify for the consolation round you must be in your heat with your stick up for the 90 second rule. 

You can find a dictionary of terms at http://we-crash.proboards.com/thread/54589/wecrash-dictionary  

NO REFUNDS UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES!!! 

Driver’s meeting at 4:00 PM. ALL drivers and pit persons must be present. 

Please remember that everyone involved in the Demolition Derby is a volunteer and that we are all  
here to be safe, have fun & raise funds for the Youth of Bingham County. 

We truly appreciate your participation!!!! 
 

Questions or concerns: 

blackfootelksdemo@outlook.com 
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